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To benefit MOST from this study, READ this chapter each day until your class study of it is completed (at least 10X).

A Study of Titus 1
I.

Outline.
1. Author, Authority, Assurance, Addressee, Address (Titus 1.1-4).
2. Paul’s Charge to Titus (Titus 1.5).
3. The Qualifications of Elders (Titus 1.6-9).
4. The Need for Strong Leadership (Titus 1.10-14).
5. The Field of Labor (Titus 1.15-16).
--Eddie Whitten, “The Qualifications and Duties of Elders,” in Studies in 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus,
Edited by Dub McClish, 2001 ADL, p. 339ff.

II.

Summary.
“Chapter one is begun with Paul’s customary salutation with some additional remarks. He declares
that he has the hope of eternal life. As employed in the sacred writings the word HOPE means the
expectation of something that one has a right to receive. Coupled with the meaning is the idea of
great anticipation to receive the thing expected; in this case heaven (Rom 8.24). Paul was looking
beyond this present evil world. His spiritual eye was set on heaven. Great joy filled his heart when
he thought of being forever with the Lord (1 Th 4.13-18). To do the work of an evangelist Titus
must have the hope of heaven.
“Paul set forth the qualifications of elders. The full list is obtained by putting 1 Timothy 3 and Titus
1 together. Paul uses the terms ELDER and BISHOP interchangeably to apply to the same work
office. Again, the importance of the work of such men is seen in the qualifications they must meet.
If preachers are bad, elders are responsible for correcting them. If deacons are corrupt, elders are
the ones to handle the situation. If anyone in the church practices sin, God expects the elders to
alleviate the error according to the Bible. A very important part of the elders’ work is that of
MOUTH STOPPING. They are to put to silence false teachers. This kind of action can come only from
elders who love God, their own souls, and the souls of the congregation they superintend.
“It was very needful to emphasize the MOUTH STOPPING qualities of elders in view of the false
teachers who Paul now describes. Paul indicates that they profess to be godly teachers, but in
reality they are ABOMINABLE and REPROBATE. The Cretan poet quoted is Epimenides (600 B.C.).
The poet called the Cretans LIARS AND SLOW BELLIES. This was a long standing character trait. It
could not be overcome except by frank and candid preaching. Thus, in order for them to be kept
faithful the Cretans needed to be sharply rebuked with the truth of the Gospel. These false
teachers were carrying whole houses into error; it was a time for straightforward preaching
contending, and rebuking.”
[David Brown, in A Bible Handbook plus Biblical Inerrancy, Jerry Moffitt, Editor, pp., 344-45].

III.

Chronology.
BIBLE PERIOD: The Period of the Church.
If you are not familiar with the 15 Bible Periods, please click here:
https://maplehillchurchofchrist.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/15bibleperiods.pdf
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“Titus is not mentioned by name in Acts of Apostles, but is frequently referred to in Paul’s Epistles.
He was born of Gentile parents (Gal 2:3), and was one of the company from Antioch (Acts15:2) who
accompanied Paul and Barnabas when they went to Jerusalem unto the apostles and elders about
the question as to whether the Gentiles would be received into the church except they were
circumcised after the custom of Moses (Acts 15:1). He was possibly a native of Antioch, and since
Paul calls him my true child after a common faith (Titus 1:4) he may have led him to obey the gospel by
his preaching to him. He was a much younger man than Paul. When at Jerusalem his presence gave
offense to the Judaizers, but the church refused to compel him to be circumcised, thus standing
with Paul in his advocacy of receiving the Gentiles into the church without compelling them to be
circumcised and obeying the law of Moses. (Gal 2:3-5).
“After this Titus remained Paul’s companion, being perhaps with him when he wrote the Galatian
Epistle (Gal 2:3; Gal 1:2), and not mentioned again until the time of the incidents which caused the
writing of the two Epistles to the Corinthians. At this time he paid three visits to Corinth and was
one of the most active in spreading the gospel among the people that had hitherto sat in darkness
and in the shadow of death. He was with Paul at Ephesus, thence sent on a special mission to
Corinth, probably the bearer of the first Epistle to the Corinthians (2 Cor 12:18); with Paul in
Macedonia (2 Cor 7:6-15) and perhaps with him at Corinth. He had the superintendence of the work
in Crete and was with Paul in Rome, thence sent by him to Dalmatia. (2 Tm 4:10.) His missions of
investigation and love, his arrangement for the famous collection for the poor saints in Jerusalem
were apparently undertaken spontaneously. (2 Cor 8:6; 2 Cor 8:16-17.)” [David Lipscomb, A
Commentary on the New Testament Epistles, Volume 5, Gospel Advocate, 1942, p. 257].
Are the Books of 1-2 Timothy and Titus properly categorized as PASTORAL EPISTLES?
“Paul Anton, in 1726, wrote a book in which he designated the epistles to Timothy and Titus as
being ‘Pastoral Epistles.’ The title caught on, and those epistles are almost wholly so designated
by the theologians of today. The concept reflected by the title is that the epistles were written by
an over-head pastor, or church officer, to his subordinate pastors. SUCH COULD NOT BE FARTHER
FROM THE TRUTH. The title is quite unfortunate and misleading“ [Rex Turner, Sr., “Introduction to
I, II Timothy and Titus,” in The Epistles of I and II Timothy and Titus, Edited by Curtis A. Cates, 1986,
p. 18]. ||||| It is a very commonly held misconception (perhaps partly traceable back to what is
mentioned in the quote above), that Timothy and Titus were PASTORS, rather than evangelists or
ministers. Denominationalists who are not so particular about using Bible terms in Bible ways
confuse folks when no distinction is made between those who work as Elders, Bishops, Pastors,
Presbyters, Overseers in the church and those who do the work of preachers or evangelists. The
New Testament does so distinguish these positions, but many have them totally confused.
IV.

Aids in Exposition.
Titus 1:1 PAUL, A SERVANT OF GOD, AND AN APOSTLE OF JESUS CHRIST, ACCORDING TO THE FAITH OF GOD'S
ELECT, AND THE ACKNOWLEDGING OF THE TRUTH WHICH IS AFTER GODLINESS—“Paul was commissioned
by Christ to carry the good news to the Gentiles (Acts 9:15). His purpose was to further the cause of
Christ and help God's people grow in faith and knowledge (Rom 1:5-6). He wanted to spread the
truth which was associated with godliness. Other truth, for instance from the fields of math and
science, could be taught by others. Such preaching is grounded in the hope of eternal salvation. It
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comes out of the plan God made even before He formed the world (2 Tim 1:9; Rom 16:25; Col 1:26).
That plan had been made known in the church (Eph 1:9-11; Eph 3:8-11). Its truth was assured by
the fact that it is impossible for God to lie (Titus 1:1 b-3; Heb 6:18)” [Gary C. Hampton, Letters to
Young Preachers, 2012, An e-Sword Module].
Titus 1:2 IN HOPE OF ETERNAL LIFE, WHICH GOD, THAT CANNOT LIE, PROMISED BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN—
“Some contend that the child of God does not, in any sense, possess ‘eternal life’ now; such, it is
alleged, is only in ‘hope,’ and hope is as yet unrealized. If this were the case, no one could claim
‘salvation’ presently, for it likewise is represented as a ‘hope’ (1 Th 5.8). The truth is, ‘eternal
life,’ from one perspective, is a present possession (Jn 3.36); from another, it is a future
blessing (Mk 10.30)—just as salvation is (Mk 16.16; Rom 13.11; Heb 1.14). ‘Eternal life’ is not
merely eternal existence (the wicked will experience that; Mt 25.46); rather, it is everlasting
communion with God, just as eternal death is permanent separation from the Lord (2 Th 1.9)”
[Wayne Jackson, Before I Die: Paul’s Letters to Timothy and Titus, 2007, Christian Courier
Publications, p. 317]. ||||| “Paul was called to be an apostle of Jesus Christ in the hope of
eternal life. Paul served God as a slave serves his master in the hope of reward. He will not be
disappointed, for the never-lying-God has made this promise of eternal life; indeed, this
promise has been in preparation for ages past” [Don DeWelt, Paul’s Letters to Timothy and
Titus, Bible Study Textbook Series, College Press, an e-Sword Module].
Titus 1:3 BUT HATH IN DUE TIMES MANIFESTED HIS WORD THROUGH PREACHING, WHICH IS COMMITTED UNTO
ME ACCORDING TO THE COMMANDMENT OF GOD OUR SAVIOUR—“In the fitting seasons fixed by God
for the manifestation of the gospel in preaching the message, Paul does not shrink from calling
his preaching the vehicle in which the word of the gospel was to be publicly manifested because
he was conscious of the fact that he was divinely instructed in the secrets of the eternal
counsels” [David Lipscomb, p. 262]. ||||| “There is no conflict between the statements that
designate both the Father and the Son as ‘Savior’ (v 4). Both were involved in human
redemption. God gave his Son (Jn 3.16); the Son gave himself (Gal 1.4)” [Wayne Jackson, p.
318].
Titus 1:4 TO TITUS, MINE OWN SON AFTER THE COMMON FAITH: GRACE, MERCY, AND PEACE, FROM GOD THE
FATHER AND THE LORD JESUS CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR— “It is generally agreed that Paul thus refers to
Titus as ‘Him whom I have been the instrument of converting to the Christian faith; and in
whom, in this respect, I have the same right as any man can have in his own begotten son.’ A
Jewish maxim states: He who teaches the law to his neighbor’s son is considered by the
Scripture as if he had begotten him” [Eddie Whitten, p. 341]. ||||| “Paul speaks of the
‘common’ (koinos) faith (cf., ‘common salvation’—Jude 3). The term COMMON would be
especially meaningful as this Hebrew man pens a letter to his Gentile brother (Gal 2.3). The
same principle applies to male and female, slaves and masters (Gal 3.28-29). However, the
New Testament recognizes no such distinction as the ‘Jewish’ faith, ‘Catholic’ faith, and
‘Protestant’ faith. There is ONE FAITH (Eph 4.5), i.e., one platform of doctrinal truth that binds
together true Christians. Not every person who claims to be a Christian actually is one” [Wayne
Jackson, p. 319].
Titus 1:5 FOR THIS CAUSE LEFT I THEE IN CRETE, THAT THOU SHOULDEST SET IN ORDER THE THINGS THAT ARE
WANTING, AND ORDAIN ELDERS IN EVERY CITY, AS I HAD APPOINTED THEE—“Here is all that is known of
Paul and Titus' efforts together in Crete; but it must be inferred that, after the first
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imprisonment, Paul was released and that he and his aides carried on extensive missionary
work, perhaps even making that long projected journey to Spain that Paul mentioned in
Romans. Certainly, he carried on work in Crete. Crete is the large island lying about equidistant
from three continents and in the midst of the Mediterranean Sea. Paul had touched there
briefly on the shipwreck journey, but at that time he was a prisoner en route to Rome. Crete was
the cradle of the ancient Minoan civilization, and there was said to have been a hundred cities
on the island. The population was of mixed races, noted for their trickery, drunkenness and
licentiousness. A temple of Bacchus was there, and the island was famed for its wines. Paul
himself, in following verses, would discuss the evil character of many of the people. It was not
an enviable assignment which Titus here received from the apostle. Still, there were many
congregations of believers there, some, perhaps, dating from those citizens of Crete who on
Pentecost had heard the good news in Jerusalem (Acts 2:11)” [Burton Coffman, Online
Commentary: https://www.studylight.org/commentaries/bcc/titus-1.html , visited 12/8/16].
||||| “Titus had been given the job of appointing ELDERS IN EVERY CITY on the island of Crete. With
other passages in view, this directive required Titus to appoint a plurality of elders in each
congregation. (1) Each congregation in Asia Minor had a plurality of elders appointed by
apostolic authority. And when they had ordained them elders in every church, and had prayed with fasting,
they commended them to the Lord, on whom they believed (Acts 14:23). (2) The church at Philippi had a
plurality of elders. Paul and Timotheus, the servants of Jesus Christ, to all the saints in Christ Jesus which
are at Philippi, with the bishops and deacons (Phil. 1:1). (3) With each congregation autonomous and
with each having two or more elders overseeing it, there was less likelihood of their being
corrupted by false doctrine or sin” [Bob Winton, Titus, PDF, p. 16].
Titus 1:6 IF ANY BE BLAMELESS, THE HUSBAND OF ONE WIFE, HAVING FAITHFUL CHILDREN NOT ACCUSED OF
RIOT OR UNRULY—
1) BLAMELESS --“This word means to be ‘un-accused.’ It will soon be known by those who are
concerned in selecting candidates for the office, whether such persons are accused or not.
Has the prospective elder conducted himself in such a manner that no ugly stories
concerning him are circulating in the community?” [Don DeWelt].
2) THE HUSBAND OF ONE WIFE—“A bishop must be the husband of one wife (cf. 1 Tim. 3:2). Some
have misinterpreted this condition to forbid polygamy, but not to require him to be married.
But can one be the husband of one wife without being married? Again, notice the word must
(1 Tim. 3:2), which applies to this qualifying condition. If one does not meet the condition,
he is unqualified to be an elder” [Bob Winton, p. 17]. ||||| I think the question raised in
the preceding quote is compelling. Some would allow “widower elders.” I would not disturb
the peace of a given congregation to press this view, but if I was an elder and my wife died, I
would resign from the eldership. To me this listing of QUALIFICATIONS here and in 1
Timothy 3 needs to be taken quite literally. The old principle of hermeneutics is to take the
words quite literally unless there is some compelling reason not to do so. It would seem to
me that this principle doubly applies to a listing of qualifications of bishops. I see no
compelling reason to argue for a “widower elder.”
3) HAVING FAITHFUL CHILREN NOT ACCUSED OF RIOT OR UNRULY—Here I would like to present two
views of the meaning of FAITHFUL CHILDREN (from two highly respected Bible scholars);
different perspectives, though, arriving at the same conclusion: that the children need to
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be baptized believers. Then I want to present my own view regarding the question of
whether or not this requirement or qualification extends to the period of time when the
children are no longer living “under the roof” of the elder (marked A, B, and C, in order).
A“The phrase ‘children that believe’ is unique to Titus, and there is diversity of opinion as to
precisely what it requires. Some allege that it merely indicates that the elder’s children
must be ‘faithful’ to him, i.e., submissive children (Knight, 289-290), while others feel that
the term pista extends the meaning to ‘Christian children’ (Mounce, 388-389). Several
matters are worthy of reflection here. First, if merely small children, i.e., those who ‘trust’
their parents, are in view, why would the apostle add that the child’s conduct must not be
characterized by riotous or unruly behavior? These terms seem to imply youth of moral
maturity. ‘Riot’ (asotia) conveys the idea of debauchery, dissipation, profligacy (Danker,
148; cf., Eph 5.18; 1 Pet 4.4), and ‘unruly’ (anupotaktos) denotes one who refuses to be
subject to rules (cf. 1 Tim 1.9, Titus 1.10). Second, why would the text require upright moral
conduct, and yet leave open the issue as to whether the children had been responsive to
Christ—to whom obedience is required above all? Third, if these household qualifications
are designed to demonstrate something about the elder’s qualification of spiritual
leadership (cf. 1 Tim 3.4-5) why would that not include leading them to the Lord (when they
are old enough to accept that responsibility)? Thus, some scholars are inclined to associate
pista, as used in this context, and in the companion letters to Timothy, of one who has
obeyed Christ as Savior (cf. 1 Tim 4.3, 10, 12; 5.16; 6.2; Thayer, 514; Ellicott, 192). This view
would seem to better fit all the relevant facts” [Wayne Jackson, pp. 321-22]. ||||| B
“This qualification is not in 1 Timothy. The majority of commentators argue that Paul is
requiring that the elder have Christian children. There is, however, a problem with this
interpretation. The problem is found in the Greek word (PISTA) translated as ‘believe’ here
and ‘faithful’ in the KJV. This word generally has two distinct meanings in the New
Testament: (1) as one who is a believer in God (Ephesians 1.1; 6.21), or a believer in Christ (1
Timothy 4.3; cf., 2 Corinthians 6.15); or (2) as one who is dependable or trustworthy
(Matthew 25.21; Luke 16.10-11; 2 Timothy 2.2; 1 John 1.9; Titus 3.8: Revelation 21.5). By
comparing this with the discussion in 1 Timothy 3.4-5, it seems more logical that Paul is
talking about children who are in control and faithful to their parents—rather than being
lawless and rebellious. Even with this interpretation, it still seems logical that the children,
if they are truly following their father’s direction, would be Christians when they are old
enough to understand. How could a man, who is not even able to convert his own children,
be one who leads the church to godliness? Thus is seems that the argument for Christian
children has validity when considering the qualifications of the man. If his own children are
not following Christ, then this man has no right to lead the church. What has often been
done in the church seems a little foolish. When a man is being considered for the office of an
elder, the brethren will ask: ‘Have his children been baptized?’ If the answer is ‘yes’ then
they assume they can move on to consider other qualifications. Yet, it’s possible this man’s
children are totally out of control. They are stubborn, rebellious and wild. What Paul wants
here is children who respect dad and are subject to his authority. This demonstrates his
ability to lead the church family. In support of this argument is the negative which
immediately follows the phrase ‘having children who believe.’ This entire passage then is
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correctly translated in the KJV: ‘having faithful children not accused of riot.’ This demonstrates
what Paul has in mind by faithful: the children should not be accused of riotous living or of
being unruly”—[Denny Petrillo, Commentary on 1, 2 Timothy and Titus, 1998, pp., 165-66].
||||| C It would seem to me that if it is the case that elders may continue to serve—i.e.,
that they continue to meet all of the qualifications from 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1—having
children that are reprobate or unfaithful to the Lord (even though those children may no
longer live in the same house with the elder), that an unavoidable problem exists. That
problem: we have to say that at least one of the qualifications is temporary in nature.
Which other qualification would we argue is binding at the time of installation, but becomes
not binding at some point after installation? Those I have read who argue that position
seem to be arguing about whether or not the elder is responsible for the sins of the
children when they leave home. Maybe it is not a matter of responsibility. No one would say
that the elder will be lost at Judgment Day as a result of the sins of one of his children. The
only effect of the qualification is that the elder would cease serving as bishop as a result of
failing to continue to meet this qualification of HAVING faithful children! Is it the case that a
negative response to the following question, asked of an elder, is acceptable at some point
in time: “Are you having faithful children?” Suppose this elder, with a reprobate child (living
out of the home), is reading Titus 1.6 in a family devotion with a younger child. His sixteen
year old daughter asks: “Dad, what about ______________?” How can this be explained to
her? Sometimes I think that we allow our shortage of scripturally-qualified-to-serve-aselder men to press us into a position that we might not ordinarily see so clearly. HAVING
FAITHFUL CHILDREN does not sound to me like a temporary qualification at all!
Titus 1:7 FOR A BISHOP MUST BE BLAMELESS, AS THE STEWARD OF GOD; NOT SELFWILLED, NOT SOON ANGRY,
NOT GIVEN TO WINE, NO STRIKER, NOT GIVEN TO FILTHY LUCRE—“His personal life style must be above
reproach. His personal habits must be free from the carnal influences of society. One who tends
to succumb to and be affected by the temptations of the world, cannot function properly as a
caretaker over the property of God—God’s steward. SELF-WILLED means to insist on having one’s
way about physical or worldly considerations. To have things ‘IN ORDER’ as Paul instructed Titus
(v. 5), requires harmony in leadership (1 Cor 14.40; 1 Pt 5.3). An elder must be able to work
harmoniously with other elders. One of the hallmarks of God’s wisdom is the requiring of a
plurality of elders to carry out His will in the manner that will best benefit the congregation.
Disharmony among the elders often brought on by a demand for one’s own way, defeats the
purpose of God’s organization. Patience is a hard-to-come-by quality, but it is a must for one to
serve as an elder. ... He is not to be a SOON ANGRY person. ... A Christian should be the happiest
of all people of the world. He is one who has been saved by the blood of Jesus. He is free from
the bondage of sin. He enjoys the blessings of prayer, fellowship with God, and salvation from
sin! Why should he be inordinately affected by mundane things to the point of anger? This
reflects an affection for worldly matters that expresses itself in ways that are hurtful to
himself, to the harmony of the eldership, and tragically, to weaker members of the church in
which he is a leader” [Eddie Whitten, p. 343]. ||||| NOT GIVEN TO WINE--“Some translations
have ‘no brawler.’ They do not lose control of themselves over wine. The wine produced on
Crete was famous all over the world, and they surely had ready access to it. The elder must be
one who does not have an inclination toward alcoholic beverages. Anything that would dull his
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ability to think and reason easily and clearly must be avoided. If the elders have problems with
wine, then what kind of example are they setting for the flock?” [Denny Petrillo, p. 167]. |||||
NO STRIKER—“The ‘striker’ (plektes—‘to strike, smite, hit’—cf., Titus 1.7) is one whose spirit
cannot be controlled, even to the point of angry words. He must go further—with violence. ... If
one cannot remain calm in the ‘heat,’ he must stay away from the ‘fire.’ In this case, stay away
from the position, for there will be heat! The church of God does not need clinch-fisted bullies
in its leadership” [Wayne Jackson, pp., 87-88]. ||||| NOT GIVEN TO FILTHY LUCRE—“Complete
honesty in financial matters and an attitude of detachment toward wealth (compare 1 Tim 6.78, 17-19) that leads to generosity are the signs of a leader who will be able to model
faithfulness in these things before the congregation” [Philip H. Towner, 1-2 Timothy & Titus,
The IVP New Testament Commentary Series, 1994, pp., 226-227].
Titus 1:8 BUT A LOVER OF HOSPITALITY, A LOVER OF GOOD MEN, SOBER, JUST, HOLY, TEMPERATE— A LOVER OF
HOSPITALITY “The elder is to be generous to guests; to entertain strangers with kindness and
without reward. No one sets a stronger example than the overseers of the church. A general
friendly and out-going attitude should prevail in the assembly and in the personal contact of
each member. Let the elder set the pace in this regard. 1Peter 4:9 and Galatians 6:10 indicate
that such an attitude is the responsibility and privilege of every Christian” [Don DeWelt]. |||||
LOVER OF GOOD MEN—“Margin, ‘or things.’ The Greek (φιλάγαθος philagathos) means, a lover of
good, and may apply to any thing that is good. It may refer to good men, as included under the
general term good; and there is no more essential qualification of a bishop than this” [Albert
Barnes, Barnes’ Notes on the Bible, An e-Sword Module]. ||||| SOBER—Louw Nida suggests
that in a number of languages this term may be rendered as “to have right thoughts about what
one should do” or “to let one’s mind guide one’s body.” ||||| JUST—“...describes the person
who desires to live in harmony with the sacred law that proceeds from the Sovereign of the
Universe. It is the responsible use of one’s personal ‘freedom of choice,’ in living according to
the ‘divine norm,’ and making the decisions required by his office accordingly (Kittel, 171)”
[Wayne Jackson, p. 324]. ||||| HOLY “He must be spiritually clean. He must have a spiritual
attitude and live a spiritual life” [Tex Williams, The Epistles to Timothy and Titus, Sunset
Institute Press, 2006, Kindle Version, loc2125]. ||||| TEMPERATE—ASV has “self-controlled.”
“He is disciplined, having his faculties under control. He is self-mastered (cf., 1 Corinthians 7.9;
9.25; Galatians 5.23)” [Denny Petrillo, p. 168].
Titus 1:9 HOLDING FAST THE FAITHFUL WORD AS HE HATH BEEN TAUGHT, THAT HE MAY BE ABLE BY SOUND
DOCTRINE BOTH TO EXHORT AND TO CONVINCE THE GAINSAYERS—“The only weapon of warfare the
Christian has is the Word of God, the Bible. Paul called the Word ‘the sword of the Spirit’ (Eph
6.17). The church is at war with Satan. With all of the glamour of worldliness at his disposal,
Satan cannot overpower the Word when faithful men wield it. The Word of God works two
ways. It exhorts to holy living, and it convicts those who deny it. It is true that the vast hordes
of mankind will choose to reject God’s word. For those who study it and are honest in heart
(Luke 8.15), it is God’s power unto salvation (Rom 1.16). There is, in this qualification, the
implication that, if the elder is blameless, he will not shirk his duty, but will exercise his
responsibility to discipline those who walk disorderly (2 Th 3.6)” [Eddie Whitten, p. 345]. |||||
CONVINCE—“To state that someone has done wrong, with the implication that there is adequate
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proof of such wrongdoing” [Louw Nida]. ||||| GAINSAYERS—“αντιλεγω, speak against
something or someone—‘to oppose, to speak in opposition to.’ ... Acts 28.22” [Louw Nida].
Titus 1:10 FOR THERE ARE MANY UNRULY AND VAIN TALKERS AND DECEIVERS, SPECIALLY THEY OF THE
CIRCUMCISION—“What kind of people would, in the name of Christianity, oppose the true faith?
Paul’s indictment of them, which is designed to expose and discredit them completely, begins
by revealing some telltale clues of heresy. Far from being innocent seekers of truth, verse 10
portrays false teachers as willful and culpable. REBELLIOUS (see v. 6; 1 Tm 1.9) describes them as
consciously defiant and in opposition to Paul’s authority and work. Paul characterizes their
activity as ‘idle’ or ‘mere talk,’ a reference both to their meaningless speculation and
discussions and to the pagan quality of their ‘knowledge’ (1 Tm 1.6). But it is as DECEIVERS (v. 10)
that false teachers do their most dangerous work; they willfully lead others astray. Paul’s
language places them into the same category as the heretics in Ephesus, who, by
misrepresenting God’s law and causing others to break it, come under its condemnation (1 Tm
1.8-10). The description THEY OF THE CIRCUMCISION (v. 10) provides a clue to the identity of those
troubling the Cretan churches. As the term’s use elsewhere suggests, the troublemakers were
Jewish converts (Acts 10.45; 11.2: Gal 2.7-9, 12). Earlier Paul opposed Jewish believers in
Galatia who were teaching the need to return to the ceremonies of the law to achieve
righteousness” [Philip H. Towner, pp., 229-230].
Titus 1:11 WHOSE MOUTHS MUST BE STOPPED, WHO SUBVERT WHOLE HOUSES, TEACHING THINGS WHICH THEY
OUGHT NOT, FOR FILTHY LUCRE'S SAKE—“Elders must be able to silence, as when wind instruments
cease to play, such false teachings (Titus 1:11). To stop them, they may answer them or deny them
the pulpit, or both. Whole families could be led astray by their deceptive teachings (compare 2 Tm
2:18). Sadly, Paul says their only purpose in such teachings was to gain shameful material wealth.
No wonder Paul urged the Ephesian elders to take heed to themselves and the flock (Acts 20:28)!”
[Gary C. Hampton].
Titus 1:12 ONE OF THEMSELVES, EVEN A PROPHET OF THEIR OWN, SAID, THE CRETIANS ARE ALWAY LIARS, EVIL
BEASTS, SLOW BELLIES—“With an ad hominem point, Paul appeals to a Cretan writer (generally
identified as Epimenides—6th/5th B.C.), who commented: ‘Cretans are always liars, evil beasts,
idle gluttons.’ The propensity of these ancient people to lie is further established by the coining
of the term Kretizo, ‘to behave like a Cretan, i.e., to lie’ (Liddell & Scott, 884). Paul connects this
inclination to ‘lie’ with the term ‘prophet.’ Epimenides apparently wasn’t much of a ‘prophet,’
for Aristotle said that his ‘divining’ [prophecy] was not of things ‘future, but only things that
were past,’ and that it was ‘obscure’ (The Art of Rhetoric, 3.17). Surely this barb was directed to
the false teachers who were claiming to speak for God, but, in point of fact, were nothing but
liars—religious charlatans. Some writers have noted that the island was void of ‘wild beasts;’
the ‘beasts’ of that antique terrain, therefore, were the false teachers! They also were lazy
gluttons (gasteres, ‘bellies’ ASVfn). These are strong metaphors to describe the heresy within
the Cretan churches: they were liars as to their teaching, beasts in that they would rip to shreds
the church of God, and gluttons because they had insatiable appetites for indulging themselves
on Christian people. These were a sorry lot—a cancer within the body of Christ” [Wayne
Jackson, pp., 327-328].
Titus 1:13=14 THIS WITNESS IS TRUE. WHEREFORE REBUKE THEM SHARPLY, THAT THEY MAY BE SOUND IN THE
FAITH; (14) NOT GIVING HEED TO JEWISH FABLES, AND COMMANDMENTS OF MEN, THAT TURN FROM THE
TRUTH—“Paul wanted such who were in the church to receive a sharp reprimand. Otherwise, some
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of the Cretan Christians might have gone back into that lifestyle. Also, Paul hoped such would turn
the false teachers back to sound teaching in accord with the truth (Titus 1:12-13). Sound teaching
would help the false teachers turn aside the myths of the Jewish teachers (Titus 1:14). It would
enable them to ignore the commands of those teachers as well” [Gary C. Hampton].
Titus 1:15 UNTO THE PURE ALL THINGS ARE PURE: BUT UNTO THEM THAT ARE DEFILED AND UNBELIEVING IS
NOTHING PURE; BUT EVEN THEIR MIND AND CONSCIENCE IS DEFILED—“Two conditions of heart exist:
the pure heart and the unbelieving heart. One who is an unbeliever does not have a soul
purified by obedience to the Gospel. Peter stated, ‘Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the
truth through the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye love one another with a pure heart
fervently’ (1 Pt 1.22). An unbeliever is disobedient to the Gospel of Christ and, as such, cannot
have a pure heart. Jesus rebuked the Pharisees and Scribes severely because of their hypocrisy
(Mt 23). What does Paul mean when he says, ‘Unto the pure all things are pure?’ Did Paul mean
that all things are pure just because a person lives a righteous life? Of course not! Paul says
that the pure-minded person will entertain pure thoughts, pure motives, and pure actions” cf.,
Php 4.8 [Eddie Whitten, p. 347].
Titus 1:16 THEY PROFESS THAT THEY KNOW GOD; BUT IN WORKS THEY DENY HIM, BEING ABOMINABLE, AND
DISOBEDIENT, AND UNTO EVERY GOOD WORK REPROBATE—“The Judaizers, who only nominally
professed Christianity, would claim to be as holy and devout as Paul; however, their works
would put the lie to their claim. Their false doctrines would betray their real nature; and their
sinful conduct would make their true character manifest to all. A false teacher can be identified
by his fruits (his doctrines); a reprobate is easily identified by his sinful life. God’s word is the
standard by which every sin and false doctrine may be recognized” [Bob Winton, p. 38].

V.

Lessons & Applications.
Titus 1:1 PAUL, A SERVANT OF GOD, ...—“The Greeks had two words for slave. One was used for someone
captured in battle and forced into slavery. The other described those born into slavery. Paul used
the latter when he called himself a servant of God (Titus 1:1 a). James uses the same words in
James 1:1. Jesus described Moses as a servant of God (Rev 15:3). It is especially appropriate for
Christians to think of themselves as slaves. When we are born to walk in newness of life, we change
masters from Satan to righteousness (Rom 6:3-4; Rom 6:16-18). We are God's slaves because He
bought us with the price of His own Son's blood (1 Cor 6:19-20).” [Gary C. Hampton, Letters to
Young Preachers, 2012, An e-Sword Module].
Titus 1:2 IN HOPE OF ETERNAL LIFE, WHICH GOD, THAT CANNOT LIE, PROMISED BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN—
“Christianity is the religion of hope. In its acceptance we hope to become free from the guilt and
pollution of sin; in its observance we hope to be made free from the power and practice of sin;
and as its reward we hope to gain freedom from the penalty and presence of sin throughout all
eternity. Hope makes it possible for us to bear our burdens, resist the temptations of life, and
deny ourselves ungodliness and worldly lusts. Hope enables us to nurse our sick, bury our
dead, and gather up the fragments of a shattered life and build again on the solid foundation.
Through hope we reach into the future and take hold of the unseen realities to give strength
and stability to the soul in its fight against things seen and material. By hope we reach within
the veil, even into heaven itself, to lay hold upon Christ that he may live in our hearts, give us
strength, courage, and patience; that he may be manifested in our mortal flesh, comfort us in
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death, and at last receive us into glory” [Roy H. Lanier, Sr., Teacher’s Annual Lesson
Commentary, 1953, p. 75].
Titus 1:7 FOR A BISHOP MUST BE BLAMELESS, AS THE STEWARD OF GOD; NOT SELFWILLED, NOT SOON ANGRY,
NOT GIVEN TO WINE, NO STRIKER, NOT GIVEN TO FILTHY LUCRE—“In New Testament parlance, a bishop
is the same as an elder. Observe that Titus was to appoint ELDERS in Crete (Titus 1.5), and that
as BISHOPS these men should be blameless (Titus 1.7). Circle the two terms and connect them
with a line. As a cross-reference write: See Acts 20.17, 28. The term ELDER suggests an older,
mature man, while the word BISHOP means to over-see, and so suggests the supervisorial
capacity of the responsibility. But what does BLAMELESS denote? Well it obviously does not
demand spiritual/moral perfection, for then no man would ever qualify for this divinely
ordained role. Rather, the word is employed in a relative sense. The elder must be a godly man
against whom no known breach of fidelity can be charged. He will have faults. He may even sin
publicly occasionally—see 1 Timothy 1.19-20—and if he does he is to be rebuked. Overall,
however, the elder will be an exceptionally spiritual man to whom the church can look for
leadership and example. His qualifications are not only set forth in Titus 1, but also in a parallel
section of 1 Timothy 3. Underline BLAMELESS and marginally note: Not perfect, but spiritually
mature” [Wayne Jackson, Notes from the Margin of My Bible, p. 136].
VI.

Questions.
True or False
01.

_____ It is possible for one’s conscience to be DEFILED.

02.

_____ Paul does not mention his apostleship in this chapter.

03.

_____ Paul had a close relationship with Titus.

04.

_____ Elders should use sound doctrine to accomplish their work relative to gainsayers.

05.

_____ Certain people say things which obligate elders to strive to shut their mouths.
I Found it in Verse(s)

06.

_____ False teachers given the label ABOMINABLE.

07.

_____ A promise made before the world began.

08.

_____ An emphasis upon STEWARDSHIP.

09.

_____ Elders must be holy men.

10.

_____ Mention of a Cretian prophet.
Short Answer

11.

Two things that turn men from the truth:
___________________________________________________________________________

12.

How God’s word is manifest:
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___________________________________________________________________________
13.

What two things did Paul charge Titus to accomplish:
___________________________________________________________________________

14.

Paul said there were many of these in Crete:
___________________________________________________________________________

15.

One reason Paul wanted Titus to rebuke the false teachers:
___________________________________________________________________________

Each Question is worth 7 Points, My Score is: ________ Answers will be found on next week’s handout
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VII.

Seek-A-Word Puzzle. The words may be backwards, diagonal, upside down, etc. See if you can
find them all. The more you use the words of the Bible, the greater blessed you will be! You might
be surprised at how much this little exercise will help you retain important truths. THANK YOU for
the good effort you are putting forth in Bible study. –DRL

ACCORDING
CHRIST
EVEN
GODLINESS
LOVER
SAVIOUR
UNRULY

ACKNOWLEDGING
COMMANDMENT
EVERY
GOOD
LUCRE
SERVANT
WORD

APOSTLE
DEFILED
FAITH
HOPE
PAUL
SOUND
WORK
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BLAMELESS
ELECT
FILTHY
JESUS
PROMISED
THINGS

CANNOT
ETERNAL
GIVEN
LIFE
PURE
TRUTH
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VIII. Crossword Puzzle.

Titus 1 (KJV)
1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12

13

ACROSS
01) Word paired with DISOBEDIENT.
06) Holding ____ the faithful word.
08) Modified by: GOD’S.
09) Titus was to ordain them in every city.
10) Combined with mercy and peace.
11) They were evil.
13) The defiled and unbelieving are abominable
and ____.

DOWN
01) Paul was writing according to the ____ of
the truth.
02) They were described as SLOW.
03) Titus was told to ____ and to convince the
gainsayers.
04) Paul wrote that deceivers were especially
of this category.
05) A bishop is to be sober, just, ____,
temperate.
07) A bishop must not be one.
12) A bishop is not to be given to it.
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IX.

EXTRA CREDIT FOR “SUPER” Bible Students...
Will you please consider answering these three SIMPLE questions based on the Bible text of this
chapter? I will try to make use of your answers. Bring them with you next week. Tear out this last
sheet from the Study Guide and be prepared to put it in a basket. I think it will be a great help to all
of those in the class if you will do so. Thank you in advance for your marvelous cooperation!
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To benefit MOST from this study, READ this chapter each day until your class study of it is completed (at least 10X).

A Study of Titus 2
I.

Outline.
1. Qualities of a Sound Church (Titus 2.1-10).
2. Trained by Saving Grace (Titus 2.11-15).
--Headings of the NKJV

II.

Summary.
“The care of the congregation in its eldership and faith, was the subject of chapter one. The care of
individual members of the church, is the subject of chapter two. Paul is concerned about the family.
If the family is holy, the whole church will be holy. There are five members of the Christian family
before the mind of the apostle. Perhaps we should say there are five classes: aged men, aged
women, young married women, young men, and slaves” [Don DeWelt, Paul’s Letters to Timothy
and Titus, Bible Study Textbook Series, College Press, 1961, An e-Sword Module].

III.

Chronology.
BIBLE PERIOD: The Period of the Church.
If you are not familiar with the 15 Bible Periods, please click here:
https://maplehillchurchofchrist.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/15bibleperiods.pdf

IV.

Aids in Exposition.
Titus 2:1 BUT SPEAK THOU THE THINGS WHICH BECOME SOUND DOCTRINE—“Paul begins to show Titus
HOW he was to set in order the things that were missing (Titus 1.5), thus to correct the
problems in the congregations on Crete. The problems could be solved by teaching. Chapter
one closed with a description of the ungodly conduct of false teachers; chapter two begins with
an admonition for Titus to speak the things which become sound doctrine. In contrast to the
false doctrine and lies which would emanate from the Cretans, Titus is to proclaim SOUND
doctrine. ... Sound doctrine is healthy, wholesome teaching” [Bob Winton, Titus, PDF, p. 39].
||||| Louw Nida defines the word SOUND as: “to be correct in one’s views, with the implication
of such a state being positively valued—‘to be correct, to be sound, to be accurate. ... ‘rebuke
them sharply that they might be correct in their faith’ (Titus 1.13).”
Titus 2:2 THAT THE AGED MEN BE SOBER, GRAVE, TEMPERATE, SOUND IN FAITH, IN CHARITY, IN PATIENCE—
“The aged men... ‘This is not the elders in an official sense, but simply the old men.’ Temperate
... means not given to excess in anything. While common enough as far as information about it
is concerned, this virtue is often absent in believers. A life undistorted by any excessive
indulgences of any kind is the thing required. Grave... ‘Gravity must never be confused with
gloominess.’ A calm, sensible and decorous attitude, or demeanor, in all places and at all times
is enjoined. ‘Monkey business’ and ‘clowning around’ are forbidden by this. Sober-minded
... While mentioned here in the instructions to older men, this virtue ‘is demanded of three of
the groups which follow, and of all in Titus 2:12.’ Sound in faith... ‘Faith here is
objective,’ meaning that older men should cling to the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.
This is another appearance of Paul's famed triads (1 Corinthians 13:13; 1 Thessalonians 1:3,
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etc.). Here ‘love and patience’ are bracketed with faith.’ ‘In these three lies the sum of Christian
perfections.’ Spence has these beautiful lines: ‘It is with "faith" that we worship God; no prayer,
no work of piety can be severed from faith. "Love" spreads its wings over all our duties to our
neighbor; and "patience" must ever go hand in hand with "faith" and "love."’ Let it be noted that
Christian doctrine is by no means slighted in this chapter of practical admonitions. The Christian
life is not merely commendable behavior, but such conduct as it relates to the great principles
of the truth of God. As Zerr said, ‘Sound in the faith means to be true to the word of God which
is the basis of faith (Romans 10:17).’ In this lies the great principle that all ethical behavior, if it
is to have any meaning at all, must be anchored in authority that is external to man. Without
the guiding restraint of that external authority, morality is progressively downgraded until it
disappears altogether” [Burton Coffman, Online Commentary,
https://www.studylight.org/commentaries/bcc/titus-2.html , Visited 161216].
Titus 2:3 THE AGED WOMEN LIKEWISE, THAT THEY BE IN BEHAVIOUR AS BECOMETH HOLINESS, NOT FALSE
ACCUSERS, NOT GIVEN TO MUCH WINE, TEACHERS OF GOOD THINGS—“As becometh holiness This
phrase is one word in Greek, hieroprepes (only here in NT). It means ‘suited to a sacred
character.’ Every Christian is set apart to God, and so is sacred. We should suit our daily lives to
that exalted and exalting concept” [Ralph Earle, Word Meanings in the New Testament, Baker
Book House, 1986, p. 414].
Titus 2:4 THAT THEY MAY TEACH THE YOUNG WOMEN TO BE SOBER, TO LOVE THEIR HUSBANDS, TO LOVE THEIR
CHILDREN—“ Significantly, the elders were not entrusted with the training of young married
women, a function that pertained to the godly older women in the congregation. There are
seven qualities to be instilled in the younger women, two mentioned in this verse, five in the
next. They are: (1) husband-lovers, (2) children-lovers, (3) sober-minded, (4) chaste, (5)
workers at home, (6) kind, and (7) in subjection to their own husbands. At first glance it seems
hardly necessary to speak of training one to love spouse or children; but as Ward noted: ‘Love
does not always flow out of a person, even a wife and mother, as from a mountain spring. Love
in the family requires thoughtfulness, and the mother has to work at it. Paul recognized this,
and the older could inspire the younger’” [Burton Coffman].
Titus 2:5 TO BE DISCREET, CHASTE, KEEPERS AT HOME, GOOD, OBEDIENT TO THEIR OWN HUSBANDS, THAT THE
WORD OF GOD BE NOT BLASPHEMED—“The significance of this goes back to Titus 1.11. The false
teachers are upsetting whole families. If she is not a worker at home, then who is going to
protect and maintain the interests of the home? The women have a most important work to do.
There is nothing outside the home that could possibly be more important (especially in view of
the assault on the home today!). If children do not have that security and loving environment
that is so vital at home, then they will allow others (often peers) to be the main influence in
their lives. This passage is not very popular in the church today. There are many latch-key kids
whose lives are conducted by baby-sitters, or just the teachers at school. Would it be wrong for
a woman to work at all outside the home? No, this does not exclude other work (cf., Proverbs
31). The woman at home cooks, cleans, trains the kids, and helps her husband. She definitely
has work to do at home as Paul mentions. Her job may be judged by society (i.e., ‘women’s lib’)
as being inferior. But no Bible-studying woman has ever come to that conclusion. She sees
clearly in God’s Word that she pleases her Maker when she willingly and cheerfully takes on
these various responsibilities in the home. She will be rewarded for her sacrificial labor of love”
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[Denny Petrillo, Commentary on 1, 2 Timothy & Titus, Quality Publications, 1998, pp.177-178].
||||| Some preachers wander off into opinions here and the result is that their teaching on this
verse makes certain women who are KEEPERS AT HOME and also are employed outside of the
home feel guilty. Surely that is not the intention of these teachers, but I know it has happened.
It is possible for both to be done and done well. In this case, the husband is not beyond helping
the wife to accomplish the things in the home that need doing. The wife would know how best
the husband could help and there ought to be a cooperative effort in such endeavor! |||||
OBEDIENT TO THEIR OWN HUSBANDS –“The young women were to be trained to be ‘in subjection’
(from hupotasso, but with a present, middle format) to their husbands. The word literally
means to ‘arrange under,’ and the present tense indicates a way of life, while the middle voice
underscores the initiative the godly wife must exercise in conforming to this divine echelon of
domestic authority. The admonition is no license for dictator husbands, bullies, or such like. It
does, however, reveal the sweet disposition that the Christian woman must have, namely the
recognition that her husband is the head of their home (Eph 5.22ff; also see notes on 1 Tim
5.14b). It is perhaps a commentary on our time that many brides now are requesting that the
term OBEY be removed from their wedding-ceremony vows” [Wayne Jackson, Before I Die:
Paul’s Letters to Timothy and Titus, 2007, Christian Courier Publications, p. 339].
Titus 2:6 YOUNG MEN LIKEWISE EXHORT TO BE SOBER MINDED—“They, too, need to know some things:
specifically, they are to be sensible or sober-minded (SOPHRONEO). This is the word that Paul
has used a number of times already. All on the island of Crete need some encouragement in this
area. The people are just not thinking straight” [Denny Petrillo, p. 178].
Titus 2:7 IN ALL THINGS SHEWING THYSELF A PATTERN OF GOOD WORKS: IN DOCTRINE SHEWING
UNCORRUPTNESS, GRAVITY, SINCERITY—“The word PATTERN is from τυπος. The word is used also in
these verses: Hebrews 8.5; Acts 7.44; Rom 5.14; 1 Cor 10.6; 1 Th 1.7; 2 Th 3.9; 1 Tim 4.12; 1 Pt
5.3. Titus was show uncorruptness (αφθορια) in doctrine. To be uncorrupt is to be free from
taint; pure; uncorrupted. This statement requires all who would preach or teach the gospel to
present the gospel message in its pure state, without any admixture of human philosophy or
false teaching” [Bob Winton, p. 256]. ||||| GRAVITY—“σεμνότης, ητος f: behavior which is
befitting, implying a measure of dignity leading to respect—‘propriety, befitting behavior.’
διάγωμεν ἐν πάσῃ εὐσεβείᾳ καὶ σεμνότητι ‘that we may live in entire godliness and propriety’ 1
Tm 2:2. In some languages ‘propriety’ is best expressed as ‘to act in the right way’ or ‘to act as
one ought” [Louw Nida]. ||||| SINCERITY—Several versions translate this word as: DIGNITY.
Titus 2:8 SOUND SPEECH, THAT CANNOT BE CONDEMNED; THAT HE THAT IS OF THE CONTRARY PART MAY BE
ASHAMED, HAVING NO EVIL THING TO SAY OF YOU—“Uncondemned speech may have reference to
public proclamation, but is likely a more generic term referring to his whole manner of speech.
In exhibiting this pattern of conduct in his speech, the adversaries would be put to shame as
they tried to find fault. Pure lives of believers will put to shame opposition to the Lord” [H.D.
Simmons, in Studies in 1-2 Timothy and Titus, 2001 Annual Denton Lectures, Edited by Dub
McClish, p. 356].
Titus 2:9-10 EXHORT SERVANTS TO BE OBEDIENT UNTO THEIR OWN MASTERS, AND TO PLEASE THEM WELL IN ALL
THINGS; NOT ANSWERING AGAIN, NOT PURLOINING, BUT SHEWING ALL GOOD FIDELITY; THAT THEY MAY
ADORN THE DOCTRINE OF GOD OUR SAVIOUR IN ALL THINGS—“Well-pleasing in all things ... ‘It is
probable here that Paul was thinking of Christian slaves with Christian masters.’ As Lipscomb
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said, ‘It is obvious that “all things” is here limited to things not contrary to God's law.’
Gainsaying ... means ‘talking back,’ with a view to thwarting, or criticizing, the master's will.
Purloining... ‘The particular form of theft implied is the abstraction or retention for one's self
of a part of something entrusted to one's care.’ Luke used the same word with reference to
Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5:2-3. That they may adorn the doctrine of God... The lot of a
Christian slave was as nearly intolerable as possible. Without anything except the bare
necessities for existence, slaves toiled continually without pay, without vacation, often even
without any appreciation on the part of their masters. They had no legal, or natural rights of
any kind. When they became ill they were allowed to die, unless the master thought it
profitable to have them cured. Cruel and unjust punishments were often endured by them. Yet,
even in such a condition, Paul speaks of their ‘adorning’ the doctrine of God. The service of a
slave was elevated to a higher plane. All that he did, he did it ‘as unto the Lord,’ and he would in
no wise lose his reward” [Burton Coffman].
Titus 2:11 FOR THE GRACE OF GOD THAT BRINGETH SALVATION HATH APPEARED TO ALL MEN—“...the grace
of God has appeared—God’s favor, although it was unmerited, is now present. God’s grace has
not appeared because of man’s works for man’s works do not bring about God’s grace (Titus
3.5: Eph 2.8ff: Rom 11.6). God’s grace is here only because of His tremendous love for mankind.
When one rejects God’s offer of salvation, and does not want to conform to the image of His
son (Rom 8.29ff), and refuses to present his body as an instrument of righteousness (Rom
6.12-13) he has forfeited his right to God’s grace (Heb 12.15). The Christian’s conduct forms
itself in accordance with the doctrine of God, and as a result, God’s grace has appeared.
...appeared in the Greek is the aorist tense of EPIPHAINO. By using the aorist, Paul probably has
reference to the incarnation of Christ. Jesus came and brought grace to man. When He came,
grace also came (John 1.14, 16-17). ...bringing salvation to all men God’s grace has made an
offer to all men—an offer for salvation. It has not been qualified. God’s grace was intended for
all who would accept the gift. This shows that a person does not have to be without God’s grace
One cannot say, like the Calvinist, that some are totally depraved. If some are totally depraved,
then God’s grace cannot reach all men. In addition, it is taught by some today that God requires
nothing more than an open-armed acceptance of His grace. Man, having received that grace,
need not worry about the direction his life takes, because he has received grace, and once grace
has been received one cannot lose it. Notice, however, that grace has appeared and that it is
instructing us. The Greek word here is PAIDEUOUSA. This has the idea of a parent working with,
teaching, and disciplining a child so that he will do what is right. So if we do not act the way
grace teaches us, then we cannot claim grace as our teacher, and we cannot claim it as our
source of salvation” [Denny Petrillo, p. 181].
Titus 2:12 TEACHING US THAT, DENYING UNGODLINESS AND WORLDLY LUSTS, WE SHOULD LIVE SOBERLY,
RIGHTEOUSLY, AND GODLY, IN THIS PRESENT WORLD—“ It is the grace of God (through the gospel)
which instructs men regarding those conditions which must be fulfilled by men in order to
partake of that grace; and rejection of the instructions is equivalent to the rejection of the
grace. Both positively and negatively the conditions are plainly laid out. Denying
ungodliness... This refers to the denial in one's life of irreligion. Salvation is promised to the
religious persons who seek and find the true way of the Lord. The person who boasts that "I am
not religious" has already forfeited the grace of God as it pertains to him. Such persons have
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"fallen short of it" (Hebrews 12:15). And worldly lusts ... The sins of the flesh must be
renounced. Even an apostle "buffeted his body" to bring it under subjection to the will of Christ.
This is "where the rubber meets the road." All of the evils that perplex humanity in very large
part are due to the unbridled seeking on the part of unregenerated men to fulfill the lustful
appetites of their bodies. The true doctrine of Christ confronts the problems squarely, enabling
the Christian, with divine help, to overcome. There can never be any hope for any such thing as
peace and tranquility upon this earth as long as human lusts are unsubdued. Soberly...
righteously.., godly... As Barackman said, ‘Guthrie suggested that “soberly, righteously, and
godly” might be taken to mean the right kind of action toward ourselves, toward our neighbors,
and toward God’” [Burton Coffman].
Titus 2:13 LOOKING FOR THAT BLESSED HOPE, AND THE GLORIOUS APPEARING OF THE GREAT GOD AND OUR
SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST—“GLORIOUS contains the idea of brightness, radiance, the natural
splendor of God. The terms GOD and SAVIOR are significant because of their singular reference
to Jesus. The grammar of the verse (only one article before both terms) illuminates this fact.
This verse is one of the many in the Bible that ascribes Deity to Jesus. He partakes of the very
nature of God. The differences in the three persons of the Godhead are not in the degree to
which they are Divine. Most commentators, ancient and modern, explain that both epithets
refer to Jesus. In the common usage of the day, the compound meant one Deity, not two” [H.D.
Simmons, p. 366].
Titus 2:14 WHO GAVE HIMSELF FOR US, THAT HE MIGHT REDEEM US FROM ALL INIQUITY, AND PURIFY UNTO
HIMSELF A PECULIAR PEOPLE, ZEALOUS OF GOOD WORKS—“Peculiar There is perhaps no word in the
KJV that is more misleading today than the term ‘peculiar.’ That English term now means ‘odd’
or ‘eccentric.’ The Greek word has nothing to do with such a caricature of Christianity. The word
periousios simply means ‘one’s own, of one’s own possession’ (A-S). Cremer notes that the
term signifies ‘more than a mere possession;’ it is rather ‘a treasure.’ ‘Accordingly periousios is
what constitutes a costly possession, a specially chosen good, that which is a costly
possession’ (p. 242). Arndt and Gingrich suggest that the real meaning is ‘chosen.’ They note
that a married man is called periousios, ‘the chosen one.’ Preisker writes: ‘By Jesus’ work of
redemption God has created for Himself a people which is for Him a costly possession’ (TDNT,
6:58). He also quotes Debrunner as saying that periousios is ‘the people which constitutes the
crown jewel of God’ (p. 57). ... The best advertising of holiness of life is not done by those who
dress, act, or talk in a ‘peculiar’ way. It is done by those who are Christ-like in their attitudes and
who are ‘zealous of good works.’ One can be so absorbed—if not actually obsessed—with
being ‘peculiar’ that he fails to emphasize as he should the last phrase of this verse. If he were
as zealous about doing kind deeds to others as he was about trying to prove that he was
‘different’ from them, he might win many more people to the Lord” [Ralph Earle, p. 414].
Titus 2:15 THESE THINGS SPEAK, AND EXHORT, AND REBUKE WITH ALL AUTHORITY. LET NO MAN DESPISE THEE—
“Speak... exhort.., reprove... ‘These verbs are in the present imperative, meaning `keep on
doing it.' They also have the meaning that Paul considered Titus to be already doing the things
commanded. All authority ... ‘This word, found only in the Pauline epistles, has always the
sense of a divine commandment? It is because of the heavenly origin of his message that Titus
was admonished to “let no man despise thee.”’ The gospel preacher does not need to feel
inferior to any man, because his message is from God” [Burton Coffman].
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V.

Lessons & Applications.
Titus 2:3-6 THE AGED WOMEN LIKEWISE, THAT THEY BE IN BEHAVIOUR AS BECOMETH HOLINESS, NOT FALSE
ACCUSERS, NOT GIVEN TO MUCH WINE, TEACHERS OF GOOD THINGS; (4) THAT THEY MAY TEACH THE YOUNG
WOMEN TO BE SOBER, TO LOVE THEIR HUSBANDS, TO LOVE THEIR CHILDREN, (5) TO BE DISCREET, CHASTE,
KEEPERS AT HOME, GOOD, OBEDIENT TO THEIR OWN HUSBANDS, THAT THE WORD OF GOD BE NOT
BLASPHEMED. (6) YOUNG MEN LIKEWISE EXHORT TO BE SOBER MINDED. “It will be noted that this
passage, with reference to the activities of aged women, sets forth: (1) their qualifications, (a)
reverent in demeanor; (b) not slanderers; (c) not enslaved to wine; (d) teachers of that which is
good. (2) Their obligations, (a) train young women; (b) see to it that the word of God is not
blasphemed. This passage, beyond all doubt, provides for class teaching, in that it (1)
designates those who are to do the teaching; (2) points out the subject matter to be taught; (3)
and names those who are to be taught. It is impossible to set forth the procedure to follow in
obeying the injunctions of this passage without describing a ladies’ Bible class in so doing! Here
is a fruitful field for activity on the part of aged and experienced women in the church” [Guy N.
Woods, Teacher’s Annual Lesson Commentary, 1946, pp. 346-47].
Titus 2:11 FOR THE GRACE OF GOD THAT BRINGETH SALVATION HATH APPEARED TO ALL MEN. “All informed
Bible students are agreed that salvation is ours by the grace of God. Paul says in Ephesians 2:89 For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: (9) Not of works,
lest any man should boast. The practical meaning of grace is FAVOR—unmerited favor, or a benefit
bestowed upon one who does not deserve it. There is nothing which the receiver can do to
merit the blessing; he can only appropriate it (Rom 4.4-5). The statement that the grace of God
HATH APPEARED, implies that it had a previous existence; and since it is the grace of God, no
violence is done the Scriptures when we say that it dwelt in the heart of God from the
beginning. The same original word which is here translated APPEARED is rendered SHONE in Acts
27.20. The grace of God which brings salvation appeared with the coming of Christ. Grace, as
used in this text, is a comprehensive word and includes all that the divine side did to bring
about our salvation. The word SALVATION implies a lost condition—a danger or disease; and
since it is brought to ALL MEN, the implication is that all men are in need of it. Paul told the
Galatians that ‘the scripture shut up all things under sin, that the promise by faith in Jesus Christ might be
given to them that believe’ (Gal 3.22; Rom 3.9). All men therefore are afflicted and stand in
imminent and deadly peril. Salvation is offered to all (Heb 2.9; 2 Pet 3.9), but all will not accept
it (John 5.40; Mt 7.13-14). Salvation must be accepted if it is to benefit the lost. It is available to
all who will take it. A corked bottle of medicine will not do a sick man any good” [Leslie G.
Thomas, Teacher’s Annual Lesson Commentary, 1958, p. 136].
Titus 2.15 … LET NO MAN DESPISE THEE—“The idea is that the preacher is to conduct himself in such a
way as to command the respect of the congregation. He is armed with the authority of God’s
word, and that will make him invulnerable, provided his character and conduct are as they
should be. The preacher must ‘take heed to thyself, and to thy teaching. Continue in these things; for in
doing this thou shalt save both thyself and them that hear thee’ (1 Tim 4.16). The preacher, however, is
not the only one who has responsibility in this respect; those who are taught are also under
great obligation. If it is his duty to teach, it is their duty to hear and consider that which is said.
The original word for DESPISE literally means to THINK AROUND, OR ABOVE; and that is exactly
what some people do when they are not sincerely seeking the will of God, so that they can
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VI.

please him. But when the preacher is what he should be, and when he obeys the injunction,
‘These things speak and exhort and reprove with all authority,’ he will have the respect of those who
want to please God. And, conversely, when people are sincerely seeking to know and do the will
of God, they will have the proper attitude toward those who are trying to teach his word”
[Leslie G. Thomas, Teacher’s Annual Lesson Commentary, 1958, p. 131].
Questions.
True or False
01.

_____ If men are saved by GRACE ONLY, then verse 11 teaches universal salvation.

02.

_____ Titus, given authority to REBUKE by an apostle, should not be despised.

03.

_____ Titus was charged to speak a certain kind of doctrine.

04.

_____ Paul listed more specific instruction applicable to young men than to young women.

05.

_____ Servants are to be warned not to answer again.
I Found it in Verse(s)

06.

_____ It is possible for Christians to make attractive the doctrine of Christ.

07.

_____ Two verses that mention GOOD WORKS.

08.

_____ A word describing HOPE.

09.

_____ Aged men need patience.

10.

_____ Keepers at home.
Short Answer

11.

How should we live in this present world:
___________________________________________________________________________

12.

The favorable result of redemption is this kind of people:
___________________________________________________________________________

13.

Older should teach younger women this kind of thing:
___________________________________________________________________________

14.

The number of things listed to be taught to young women is:
___________________________________________________________________________

15.

It is good if this kind of thing cannot be said of you.
___________________________________________________________________________
Each Question is worth 7 Points
My Score is: ________
Answers will be found on next week’s handout
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ANSWERS to Titus 1 Questions… 01—True (15); 02—False (1); 03—True (4); 04—True (9); 05—True (11);
06—16; 07—2; 08—7; 09—8; 10—12; 11—Jewish fables and commandments of men (14); 12—Through
preaching (3); 13—To set in order things that are wanting and ordain elders in every city (5); 14—Unruly
and vain talkers and deceivers (10); 15—That they may be sound in the faith (13).
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VII.

Seek-A-Word Puzzle. The words may be backwards, diagonal, upside down, etc. See if you can
find them all. The more you use the words of the Bible, the greater blessed you will be! You might
be surprised at how much this little exercise will help you retain important truths. THANK YOU for
the good effort you are putting forth in Bible study. –DRL

ACCUSERS
BEHAVIOUR
FALSE
HUSBANDS
PATIENCE
SPEAK
WORKS

AGED
CHARITY
GIVEN
LIKEWISE
SAVIOUR
TEACH
WORLD

APPEARED
DOCTRINE
GOOD
LOVE
SHEWING
TEMPERATE
YOUNG
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BECOME
EXHORT
GRAVE
MUCH
SOBER
THING

BECOMETH
FAITH
HOLINESS
OBEDIENT
SOUND
WOMEN
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VIII. Crossword Puzzle.

Titus 2 (KJV)
1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

9

10

11

12
13

14

ACROSS
01) Titus was to rebuke with all ____.
04) Servants should do this well to their own
masters.
06) Aged men should be sound in this.
08) Unusual word meaning: to keep back or to
embezzle.
10) We should ____ soberly, righteously, and
godly.
13) Modifies both women and men.
14) Something we should be denying.

DOWN
02) Coupled with gravity and sincerity.
03) Aged women are to do this to young
women.
05) Titus was told: In all things shewing ____ a
pattern of good works.
07) Aged women should teach younger women
so that this NOT happen to the word of
God.
09) Young men should be showing this.
11) Aged women should not be given to
much...
12) Modifies both women and men.
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IX.

EXTRA CREDIT FOR “SUPER” Bible Students...
Will you please consider answering these three SIMPLE questions based on the Bible text of this
chapter? I will try to make use of your answers. Bring them with you next week. Tear out this last
sheet from the Study Guide and be prepared to put it in a basket. I think it will be a great help to all
of those in the class if you will do so. Thank you in advance for your marvelous cooperation!
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To benefit MOST from this study, READ this chapter each day until your class study of it is completed (at least 10X).

A Study of Titus 3
I.

Outline.
1. Graces of the Heirs of Life (Titus 3.1-8).
2. Avoid Dissension (Titus 3.9-11).
3. Final Messages (Titus 3.12-14).
4. Farewell (Titus 3.15).
--NKJV Headings

II.

Summary.
“In Titus 3.4-7 there is a section that has been twisted by denominational false teachers to mean
the exact opposite of what Paul is saying. He says that we are not saved by our own goodness, but
we are saved by His mercy through ‘the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit.’
By the ‘washing of regeneration,’ Paul can only mean baptism. Almost all commentators are
agreed. It is the washing that regenerates (Mark 16.16; John 35; Acts 2.38; 22.16; Rom 6.3-5; Gal
3.27; Col 2.12; 1 Peter 3.21). The New Testament makes it clear that baptism stands between the
sinner and his new life and that it is at baptism that he is ushered into it. If we substitute baptism
for ‘the washing of regeneration,’ Paul is saying that we are not saved by our own goodness, but by
baptism. There is nothing meritorious in baptism. It is a rather humiliating experience. We allow
someone else to take our bodies, lower them into water, and raise them up again. Rather than
being meritorious, it is the most passive of all the steps to obedience. It is even spoken of in the
PASSIVE VOICE. We must believe (active), we must repent (active), we must confess (active), we
must be baptized (passive). It is through the ‘renewing of the Holy Spirit.” Paul is saying here the
same thing that Christ said in John 3.5...”
--Darrell Conley, “1 and 2 Timothy and Titus—A Summary,” in Studies in 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus,
Edited by Dub McClish, 2001 Annual Denton Lectures, p.

III.

Chronology.
BIBLE PERIOD: The Period of the Church.
If you are not familiar with the 15 Bible Periods, please click here:
https://maplehillchurchofchrist.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/15bibleperiods.pdf

IV.

Aids in Exposition.
Titus 3:1 PUT THEM IN MIND TO BE SUBJECT TO PRINCIPALITIES AND POWERS, TO OBEY MAGISTRATES, TO BE
READY TO EVERY GOOD WORK,—“The authority of human government is of God, and the Christian
is instructed to be obedient because such is God's will. Paul's words here are a brief summary of
the teaching in Romans 13:1ff and in 1 Peter 2:13ff. Such orders as these are always
appropriate, but perhaps they were especially so in Crete. ‘The Cretans were very dissatisfied
with Roman rule, and showed signs of revolt, according to Polybius and Plutarch.’ The large
Jewish population would also gladly have taken part in such a movement. However, the most
remarkable thing about Paul's orders here is the consideration that must be given to the way
the apostle felt personally toward the Roman state. There is no outcropping of any resentment
in any of his letters, but it must surely have been present. Roman governors, through avarice
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and through incompetence, had kept him in prison for years; Roman authorities had illegally
bound him, beaten him with rods, delayed hearing charges against him, and when the charges
were not presented, still left him bound for years longer. Beyond that, the glaring immorality
and wickedness of Nero were beginning to be known throughout the world, and the eventual
consequence of the enthronement of evil would certainly have aroused apprehension in a man
like Paul. Yet, in view of all that, he wrote, ‘Be in subjection to rulers’” [Burton Coffman Online,
https://www.studylight.org/commentaries/bcc/titus-3.html ]. ||||| BE READY TO EVERY GOOD
WORK—“The ‘good works’ for which God’s Word wholly furnishes us are not merely things done
with the hands or spoken with the lips. They include every good activity in which the Christian
engages (both mental and physical). They encompass conditions and dispositions of the mind
and sentiments of the heart as well as the activities that engage our outward man. The word
translated ‘work’ (ergon in Greek) is used in a fairly broad sense in the Scriptures. Linguists tell
us that it involves ‘...anything accomplished by hand, art, industry, mind.’ ‘The whole conduct of
a man ... and including the hidden motions of the will...,’ and any ‘deed, action, achievement,
work, thing, matter.’ The use of the word in the New Testament bears this out. WORKS OF THE
FLESH include uncleanness, licentiousness, hatred, jealousies, selfish ambitions, envy, and the
like’ (Gal 5.19). These evil thoughts (Mark 7.21-23) are thus internal ‘works.” They are
contrasted with the ‘fruit of the Spirit’ or works that are produced by the Spirit. The world hates
the light of Divine revelation because it exposes their ‘deeds’ (works) as evil” [Tim Nichols,
“Salvation through the Mercy and Grace of God,” in Studies in 1-2 Timothy and Titus, Edited by
Dub McClish, 2001 ADL, p. 378].
Titus 3:2 TO SPEAK EVIL OF NO MAN, TO BE NO BRAWLERS, BUT GENTLE, SHEWING ALL MEEKNESS UNTO ALL
MEN—“Paul’s statement is broad. We are not to speak evil of men in government, men in the
world, other Christians, elders, deacons, preachers, family members, outsiders, and enemies.
Evil speaking is the use of words that tend to hurt others or their influence for good. It includes
such sinful practices as blasphemy, railing, slander, and defamation of character. Ephesians
4:31-32—Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil speaking, be put away from you,
with all malice: (32) And be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God for
Christ's sake hath forgiven you” [Bob Winton, Titus, p. 281]. ||||| TO BE NO BRAWLERS—“αμαχος,
pertaining to a lack of conflict and contention—‘not contentious, peaceful.’” [Louw Nida]. |||||
“It is expected of saints that they are to be gentle, showing all meekness to all men. Meekness
is not weakness; neither Moses, Paul, nor Christ was weak, but each maintained a high degree
of meekness (with Christ being absolutely perfect in this trait). Meekness incorporates strength
and courage, and is expressed in kindness and forbearance; it is the opposite of arrogance. ‘Now
the man Moses was very meek, above all the men which were upon the face of the earth’ (Num. 12:3). To be
meek before God is to be submissive to his will; to be meek before men is to be willing to give
them the option” [Bob Winton, p. 282].
Titus 3:3 FOR WE OURSELVES ALSO WERE SOMETIMES FOOLISH, DISOBEDIENT, DECEIVED, SERVING DIVERS LUSTS
AND PLEASURES, LIVING IN MALICE AND ENVY, HATEFUL, AND HATING ONE ANOTHER—“It will be observed
that whereas there were seven areas of obedience (Titus 3:1-2) there are here seven areas of
disobedience (Titus 3:3): (1) Foolish; (2) Disobedient; (3) Deceived; (4) Serving divers lusts and
pleasures; (5) Living in malice and envy; (6) Hateful; (7) Hating one another. This is also a
description of the former life of the Christians on Crete. We were once this way, but from these
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things we were delivered—the strong inference being ‘we cannot fall back into the pit from
whence we were digged!’ It will be greatly profitable to meditate a moment on each of these
descriptive terms. Foolish: Sin is foolishness. It is not that the unregenerate is not intelligent,
but rather that he walks in the vanity of his own understanding which has been perverted by
Satan. The philosophy of the unregenerated is not cohesive; he has left out the one who holds
all things together. Disobedient: This is an outgrowth of foolishness. The sinner is not only
disobedient to God, but to his own better self; to will to do right is present, but the power to
carry it out is not. Deceived: We could say with Paul elsewhere “deceived and being deceived.”
Those who offer no resistance to Satan are helpless victims of his wiles, Those who walk not
according to the truth, inevitably walk in error, Sin is an illusion of worth—those who pursue it
for reality are deceived. Serving divers lusts and pleasures: The strong drives of human
nature have become their masters. They are no better than animals who live only for the
sensations of the body. When control is not exercised in the area of appetites, we become the
unhappy and almost unwilling slaves. How fleeting the pleasure offered—how empty is all the
satisfaction our heart desires. Living in malice and envy: Perhaps envy is an outgrowth of
malice. Malice is a desire for evil directed toward another person. In contrast to the one who
would want good for his neighbor, the one living in malice would wish him every misfortune. It
could be that envy was one of the reasons for such an attitude developing. Hateful: Detestable
or abominable would be a better word. From God’s viewpoint, such a person has become
loathsome. The strange part of the whole life of indulgent living is, that we can never quite
understand why people do not like us—except to their own advantage. Ingrown selfishness
produces an impossible associate, Hating one another: The selfish man is never wrong, that is,
in his own eyes. Such an attitude develops hatred for those who disagree with us. When two or
two dozen such people associate together, the expression “hating one another” is an accurate
description of their attitude” [Don DeWelt, The Glorious Church: A Study of Ephesians, Bible
Study Textbook Series, College Press, 1992, An e-Sword Module].
Titus 3:4 BUT AFTER THAT THE KINDNESS AND LOVE OF GOD OUR SAVIOUR TOWARD MAN APPEARED,—“The
wretched night of human sin, suffering and shame was pitied by the Father himself; and Paul
here related that pitying and loving kindness of God to the rescue of the Christians from the
intolerable lives of sin which they formerly lived. John 3:16 is an excellent comment on this
verse, for Paul was thinking of how God's kindness and love toward men had ‘appeared’ upon
earth in the epic events of the Incarnation and the preaching of the gospel of Christ which
followed as a consequence of it. That it was the gospel message that Paul particularly had in
mind is proved by the next verse” [Burton Coffman].
Titus 3:5 NOT BY WORKS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS WHICH WE HAVE DONE, BUT ACCORDING TO HIS MERCY HE SAVED
US, BY THE WASHING OF REGENERATION, AND RENEWING OF THE HOLY GHOST;—“One is not saved by
‘works done in righteousness’ which he ‘does himself.’ Several points need to be made at this
juncture. (a) The term ‘works’ is a perfectly noble word. It can connote an action initiated by
human ingenuity, and, as such, is eliminated from the plan of salvation because no man, by his
own effort is able to save himself. ... (b) On the other hand, ‘works’ also may refer to a required
human response to what God has commanded. In that sense, works are indispensable to
salvation (cf, Jn 6.27ff; James 2.17, 22, 24). ... In the present case, the ‘works’ in view are those
in category (a) above. One is not saved by the sort of ‘works’ he might implement as a part of
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his own ‘plan’ or ‘course of action,’ that he then himself ‘performs’ or ‘accomplishes’... What is
the significance of the phrase ‘renewing of the Holy Spirit’? When compared with several
parallel texts there scarcely can be any dispute as to the meaning. The Holy Spirit, of course, is
the third Person of the Godhead, whose chief role in the plan of redemption was the bringing of
infallible inspiration to the words of the gospel (Jn 14.16; Eph 6.17; 2 Pet 1.21). Hence, the
Spirit of God, operating via the medium of gospel words upon the honest heart, creates a
renewing of the soul (or a ‘new creature’ in Christ; 2 Cor 5.17). ... In the Corinthian letter, it is the
Spirit in conjunction with baptism that conveys a person into the spiritual body of Christ (1 Cor
12.13). And in the Ephesian epistle, there is the combination of the Word and the washing of
water that cleanses (Eph 5.26). One can scarcely imagine how the matter might be made
clearer” [Wayne Jackson, Before I Die: Paul’s Letters to Timothy and Titus, 2007, Christian
Courier Publications, pp. 359-62]. ||||| “The word palingenesia is compounded of palin,
‘again,’ and genesis, ‘birth.’ So it literally means a new birth—an expression we use today for
conversion. In the NT it occurs only here and in Matthew 19.28, where it is used for the
regeneration of the earth. Here, of course, it describes the new birth of the individual” [Ralph
Earle, Word Meanings in the New Testament, Baker Book House, 1986, p. 416].
Titus 3:6 WHICH HE SHED ON US ABUNDANTLY THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR;—“ God's kindness,
love, mercy, cleansing, and His regenerating power are ‘shed on us abundantly through Jesus Christ
our Saviour.’ That which Jesus gives us is generous and plentiful (Eph. 3:8). It comes from no
other source. "Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given
among men, whereby we must be saved (Acts 4:12). Jesus said: "I am the way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John 14:6). As we take Paul's words to Titus and profit from
them in our own attempts to evangelize the lost and edify the saints, may we both recognize
and teach that our justification is by His grace, even as we maintain good works” [Tim Nichols,
p. 388].
Titus 3:7 THAT BEING JUSTIFIED BY HIS GRACE, WE SHOULD BE MADE HEIRS ACCORDING TO THE HOPE OF
ETERNAL LIFE—“Justified here is a first aorist passive participle of DIKAIOO. This demonstrates
that the justifying is done to man by someone else. The act of justifying, or declaring as
righteous, is an act of God. This word is often used in a legal sense when one is acquitted. He
might have otherwise been declared as guilty, but by God’s grace he is declared to be innocent.
The only way that can happen is by our having the washing of regeneration and the renewing of
the Holy Spirit. ... By the act of God’s justifying, we are put in line to receive the inheritance (cf.,
Romans 8.15-17; 1 Peter 1.4). The only way hope can exist is if God justifies. But when He does
justify, we can ‘look for the blessed hope’ (2.13)” [Denny Petrillo, Commentary on 1, 2 Timothy &
Titus, Quality Publications, 1998, p. 191].
Titus 3:8 THIS IS A FAITHFUL SAYING, AND THESE THINGS I WILL THAT THOU AFFIRM CONSTANTLY, THAT THEY
WHICH HAVE BELIEVED IN GOD MIGHT BE CAREFUL TO MAINTAIN GOOD WORKS. THESE THINGS ARE GOOD
AND PROFITABLE UNTO MEN—“Faithful is the saying... This is not a formula for introducing either
a hymn or a proverb, despite the widespread prejudice to that effect. See under 2 Timothy 2:13,
above. This is merely Paul's equivalent of the ‘Amen, Amen’ sometimes used by Jesus. Scholars
cannot agree upon whether it should be applied here to what precedes, or what comes after.
Many refer it to the epic pronouncement in Titus 3:5-7; but Hervey was sure that: Here the
faithful saying can only be the following maxim: ‘That they which have believed in God may be
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careful to maintain good works,’ the words, ‘these things I desire that thou affirm confidently’
being parenthetically added to give more weight to it. Scholars who insist upon applying it to
the foregoing ‘affirm that it is ungrammatical to refer it to the following.’ But as Conybeare
said, ‘This objection is avoided by taking “that” as a part of the quotation,’as Hervey did, above.
Perhaps the biggest objection to construing it as a reference to the preceding is that there is no
agreement on ‘what part’ of the preceding is meant. The viewpoint of this writer is that it refers
generally . to all Paul was writing. Maintain good works... The allegation that this means
‘pursue honest occupations,’ while true enough in principle, is not what Paul said here. White
pointed out that throughout the New Testament, the terms used here ‘mean good works in the
religious or moral sense’” [Burton Coffman].
Titus 3:9 BUT AVOID FOOLISH QUESTIONS, AND GENEALOGIES, AND CONTENTIONS, AND STRIVINGS ABOUT THE
LAW; FOR THEY ARE UNPROFITABLE AND VAIN—“but shun foolish questionings, and genealogies,—
The Jews especially were given to questions of genealogy, still relying on descent from
Abraham. and strifes, and fightings about the law;—Connected with these were many foolish,
frivolous, unprofitable questions not taught in the Scriptures and bringing no good to men. for
they are unprofitable and vain.—These, as all questions of human reasoning, are unprofitable
and vain. [These disturb and embitter the feelings; they lead to the indulgence of a bad spirit;
they are often difficult to be settled; and they are of no practical importance even if they could
be determined.]” [David Lipscomb and J.W. Shepherd, A Commentary on the New Testament
Epistles, Volume 5, Gospel Advocate, 1942, p. 285-86].
Titus 3:10 A MAN THAT IS AN HERETICK AFTER THE FIRST AND SECOND ADMONITION REJECT;—“In spite of all
efforts to avoid the divisive matters that some would want to introduce and press upon God's
people, some will not respond to gentle teaching and meek instruction. They will insist upon
being heard and heeded until they create division in the beautiful bride of Jesus Christ. They
must be recognized (Rom. 16:17; 1 Cor. 11:19; 2 The. 3:14), warned (I The. 5:14), admonished
(Tit. 3:10), and eventually (if no repentance is expressed) rejected and avoided (Rom. 16:17; 2
The. 3:6). As difficult as it may be to go through the process, this is as much the work of Jesus
Christ as is showing kindness to the widow and the orphan. It must be done in meekness, but it
must be done” [Tim Nichols, p. 390].
Titus 3:11 KNOWING THAT HE THAT IS SUCH IS SUBVERTED, AND SINNETH, BEING CONDEMNED OF HIMSELF—
“His own conscience condemns him. He will approve the sentence, for he knows that he is
wrong; and his self-condemnation will be punishment sufficient. His own course, in attempting
a division or schism in the church, shows him that it is right that he should be separated from
the communion of Christians. He that attempts to rend the church, without a good reason,
should himself be separated from it” [Albert Barnes, Barnes’ Notes on the New Testament, An eSword Module].
Titus 3:12-15 WHEN I SHALL SEND ARTEMAS UNTO THEE, OR TYCHICUS, BE DILIGENT TO COME UNTO ME TO
NICOPOLIS: FOR I HAVE DETERMINED THERE TO WINTER. BRING ZENAS THE LAWYER AND APOLLOS ON THEIR
JOURNEY DILIGENTLY, THAT NOTHING BE WANTING UNTO THEM, AND LET OURS ALSO LEARN TO MAINTAIN
GOOD WORKS FOR NECESSARY USES, THAT THEY BE NOT UNFRUITFUL. ALL THAT ARE WITH ME SALUTE THEE.
GREET THEM THAT LOVE US IN THE FAITH. GRACE BE WITH YOU ALL. AMEN. IT WAS WRITTEN TO TITUS,
ORDAINED THE FIRST BISHOP OF THE CHURCH OF THE CRETIANS, FROM NICOPOLIS OF MACEDONIA—“
Closing Words. Paul apparently planned to send either Artemas or Tychicus to take Titus' place
in Crete (compare 2 Tim 4:12; Acts 20:4; Eph 6:21-22; Col 4:7). Titus was then to join Paul in
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Nicopolis where he planned to spend the winter. Titus was also instructed to help Zenas and
Apollos on their way. Zenas is called a lawyer, but we do not know whether he worked with the
Jewish or Roman law. Apollos was a gospel preacher (Acts 18:24-28; 1 Cor 3:5-9; 1Cor 16:12).
Hospitality was important to travelers of that day. To bring someone on his way, one would
have to provide all he needed to continue his journey (Titus 3:12-13; Rom 15:24; 1 Cor 9:9; 1
Cor 9:14; 1 Cor 16:6; 1 Cor 16:11). Perhaps in conjunction with helping Zenas and Apollos on
their journey, Paul repeated his instruction for Titus to urge the brethren to maintain good
works. They were to be especially mindful of pressing needs. Caring for the needs of others
causes one to bear fruit in the Lord's service (Titus 3:14; Titus 3:8; Titus 2:7; Titus 2:14; 1 Tim
2:10; 1 Tim 5:10; 1 Tim 6:18; 2 Tim 2:21; Mt 25:31-46). Paul closed by relaying the greetings of
all the brethren with him to Titus. In turn, he asked Titus to convey his greetings to those who
loved him because of their common faith. His final prayer for the young preacher and brethren,
since this ‘you’ is plural, is for God's unmerited favor to be on them (Titus 3:15)” [Gary C.
Hampton, Letters to Young Preachers, 2012, An e-Sword Module].
V.

Lessons & Applications.
Titus 3:1-2 PUT THEM IN MIND TO BE SUBJECT TO PRINCIPALITIES AND POWERS, TO OBEY MAGISTRATES, TO BE
READY TO EVERY GOOD WORK, (2) TO SPEAK EVIL OF NO MAN, TO BE NO BRAWLERS, BUT GENTLE, SHEWING
ALL MEEKNESS UNTO ALL MEN. ... (8) THIS IS A FAITHFUL SAYING, AND THESE THINGS I WILL THAT THOU
AFFIRM CONSTANTLY, THAT THEY WHICH HAVE BELIEVED IN GOD MIGHT BE CAREFUL TO MAINTAIN GOOD
WORKS. THESE THINGS ARE GOOD AND PROFITABLE UNTO MEN—“Many consider the Lord’s church to
be stand-offish and isolationist. That perception closes minds; so they will not listen to what
we say. We do not, and should not, jointly participate in community worship assemblies,
because doing so often involves participation and endorsement of worship activities we believe
are wrong [more importantly, the Bible teaches is wrong, DRL]. Local preachers and local
churches, however, ought to be involved in community good works that do not involve
compromise of biblical truths. The Apostle told Titus, ... Participation in community good works
goes a long way toward refuting negative stereotypes, keeping people’s minds open, and
willing to listen when we speak” [Cecil May, Jr., “Ready for Every Good Work,” in Preacher Talk,
Vol 31, No 4, Fall, 2016].
Titus 3:8-9 THIS IS A FAITHFUL SAYING, AND THESE THINGS I WILL THAT THOU AFFIRM CONSTANTLY, THAT THEY
WHICH HAVE BELIEVED IN GOD MIGHT BE CAREFUL TO MAINTAIN GOOD WORKS. THESE THINGS ARE GOOD
AND PROFITABLE UNTO MEN. (9) BUT AVOID FOOLISH QUESTIONS, AND GENEALOGIES, AND CONTENTIONS,
AND STRIVINGS ABOUT THE LAW; FOR THEY ARE UNPROFITABLE AND VAIN—“Faithful and true sayings, as
expressions, were literary favorites with Paul. What he wrote in Titus 3.8-9 is another faithful
saying worthy of constant affirmation. Believers in God should be careful in maintaining their
good works (v. 8). These are acts of righteousness and godliness spelled out in great detail in
the New Testament. They are good and profitable in a threefold manner—toward God, toward
the recipients, and toward self. Verse 8 stresses what is profitable and valuable; verse 9
stresses what is unprofitable and vain. Foolish disputes were to be avoided, as they were
without profit. They were a waste of words and time. Genealogies were favorite topics of the
Judaizers. They were more interested in Abraham’s lineal tree and their being on it than in
being branches of the True Vine and making preparations to partake of the Tree of Life in
paradise (Revelation 22.1-21). Contentions and striving about the Law left no room for
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contending for the faith and striving to enter the heavenly kingdom (Jude 3; Luke 13.24). All of
this is unprofitable and useless. Bible teachers should exercise careful caution in not allowing
their classes to get boggled down with such things” [Robert R. Taylor, Jr., Teacher’s Annual
Lesson Commentary, 1995-1996, pp. 257-58].

VI.

Questions.
True or False
01.

_____ 1 Peter 3.21 would be a helpful passage in understanding THE WASHING OF
REGENERATION.

02.

_____ STRIVINGS is a word used in a positive sense in this chapter—something we ought to
do.

03.

_____ MEEKNESS is commended.

04.

_____ Apollos was the lawyer Paul addressed in this letter.

05.

_____ Heretics are to be rejected.
I Found it in Verse(s)

06.

_____ Something Christians should MAINTAIN.

07.

_____ Where Paul would be spending the winter of the year he wrote this letter.

08.

_____ Paul tells what the Christian’s relationship to magistrates ought to be.

09.

_____ Things good and profitable.

10.

_____ We learn an attribute of God is KINDNESS.
Short Answer

11.

A word that belongs in this list: (1) foolish, (2) disobedient, (3) serving divers lusts and
pleasures, (4) living in malice and envy, (5) hateful, (6) hating one another.
___________________________________________________________________________

12.

Paul taught that Christians engaged in good works would NOT be this:
___________________________________________________________________________

13.

By what are we saved, according to this chapter?
___________________________________________________________________________

14.

We are justified by this.
___________________________________________________________________________
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15.

Paul mentions two of them:
___________________________________________________________________________
Each Question is worth 7 Points
My Score is: ________
Answers will be found on next week’s handout

ANSWERS to Titus 2 Questions… 01—True (11); 02—True (15); 03—True (1); 04—False (4-6);
05—True (9); 06—10; 07—7 and 14; 08—13; 09—1; 10—5; 11—Soberly, righteously, and godly
(12); 12—Peculiar, and zealous of good works (14); 13—Good (3); 14—Eight (4-5); 15—Evil (8).
ANSWERS to Titus 3 Questions… 01—True (5); 02—False (9); 03—True (2); 04—False (13); 05—
True (10); 06—14; 07—12; 08—1; 09—2; 10—4; 11—deceived (3); 12—unfruitful (14); 13—
God’s mercy (5); 14—God’s grace (7); 15—admonition (10).
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VII.

Seek-A-Word Puzzle. The words may be backwards, diagonal, upside down, etc. See if you can
find them all. The more you use the words of the Bible, the greater blessed you will be! You might
be surprised at how much this little exercise will help you retain important truths. THANK YOU for
the good effort you are putting forth in Bible study. –DRL

ACCORDING
DILIGENT
FOOLISH
LOV
OBEY
SERVING

ALSO
DISOBEDIENT
GENTLE
MAGISTRATES
POWERS
SHEWING

BEING
EVERY
GOOD
MAINTAIN
PRINCIPALITIES
SOMETIMES
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BRAWLERS
EVIL
GRACE
MEEKNESS
READY
SPEAK

DECEIVED
FAITH
HATING
MIND
SAVIOUR
SUBJECT
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VIII. Crossword Puzzle.

Titus 3 (KJV)
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

ACROSS
03) Together with principalities.
05) We should maintain good works so as not to
be this.
06) He was a lawyer.
07) Paul was once ____ divers lusts and
pleasures.
10) Paul was once involved in being hateful and
____ one another.
11) Paul wanted Titus to be ____ to come to him.
12) A heretic is described as being...

DOWN
01) God, our Saviour, has it.
02) We are to be subject to them.
03) Coupled with lusts.
04) Modifies admonition.
08) Foolish questions are...
09) Titus should teach men not to be brawlers
but to be ____.
10) God wants us to be ____ according to the
hope of eternal life.
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IX.

EXTRA CREDIT FOR “SUPER” Bible Students...
Will you please consider answering these three SIMPLE questions based on the Bible text of this
chapter? I will try to make use of your answers. Bring them with you next week. Tear out this last
sheet from the Study Guide and be prepared to put it in a basket. I think it will be a great help to all
of those in the class if you will do so. Thank you in advance for your marvelous cooperation!
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